
Class ORANGUTANS Autumn Term 2 2019 

Theme: Intergalactic 

Curriculum Information for Parents 

 
ENGLISH 

 
In English this term,  we will be reading the text 
‘Curiosity - The Story of a Mars Rover’ by Markus 
Motum. We will explore a range of genres whilst 
looking at this text including narrative, reports,  

instructions and explanation where we will  
labelling and adding captions.  

 
 Later in the half term, we will move onto ‘Rosie 
Revere Engineer’ by Andrea Beety. The children 

will become more familiar with the features of an 
explanation and will also write their own reports 

adverts and leaflets.  

MATHS 
 

This term we will continue revising all 4  
operations: addition, subtraction,  

multiplication and division, and the inverse  
operations. 

We will also be applying our skills to help us to 
solve word problems.  

 
We will also cover work on fractions  

(identifying and understanding fractions, 
counting in fractions, finding equivalent  

fractions), capacity (estimating and  
measuring), and time (reading time on ana-
logue clocks, converting digital and analogue 

times, and understanding digital and analogue 
time differences). 

 
Remember all children now have access to 

website Rockstars. Children are encouraged to 
use this to practice their multiplications and 

division skills. 

 
SPACE EXPLORATION 

 
This term we will be focussing on learning about space exploration.  We will explore the key events  (including the ‘space race’) that have enabled us to 

learn about space and order these on timelines with dates.  
In Science, we will be learning about light.  We will identify  different sources of light, test different materials to see which are the most reflective 

and explore shadows.  
In DT, we will be looking at a range of Space vehicles such as Saturn V from the Apollo 11 mission, The ISS (International Space Station) and  

Curiosity—the mars rover. We will then be designing and making model versions of these from recycled materials. 
In RE we will look at why family time is important within Judaism followed by a unit of Christianity looking at the story of Christmas. 

In PSHCE we will look at what it means to be a good friend, how to deal with friendship changes and of course bullying, linked to anti-bullying week. 

 

                    Other Information 
Our PE days will be on  

Wednesdays and Fridays.  
Please remember to hear your 

child read and sign reading  
records (x5 weekly). Comments 
will be counted every Tuesday. 
Homework will be handed out on 
Thursday and handed in on Tues-

day also. 


